Most of us in professional golf, and our members, have seen remarkable improvement in pro shops as sales facilities but when we look behind the scenery we seldom find the needed improvement in the back of the shop.

In the first place, when we consider location of the shop with respect to service to members we often neglect shop location with respect to caddy service and supervision. We don't want the kids where they'll be noisy and apt to make a litter that doesn't look well from the first tee. But we do want them so they can get bags out of shop storage quickly and return them quickly.

Many times bags must be toted in and out through the shop display room and moved again from the club-cleaner to the rack room.

As is shown by the diagram of the Chevy Chase shop we take the bags from the rack and place them on the porch for the caddies. That gives the pro staff a chance to make an inspection of the bag and clubs just to make absolutely sure everything's O.K. The ideal would be to issue the clubs directly from storage to the caddy with careful supervision in the shop.

Club cleaning should have plenty of space handy to the club return window so the cleaner can handle the bags without there being the usual rush-time pile-up and disorder.

Bag numbering should be on the order of the accompanying diagram to protect against hasty misfiling.

Not only the location, arrangement and size of bag handling, club cleaning and storage facilities needs more attention in most pro shops but the racks themselves are due for revision. The sharp edges — wood or metal — of many storage racks are no good for the bags. The racks should have rounded fronts and supports. Possibly when pipe again gets available improved bag racks can be constructed. There is plenty of room for improvement in this detail of pro shops.
Besides the cramped space of club cleaning and storage quarters there often is the additional handicap of dust. More attention must be paid to making it easy to keep this part of the shop clean. We're going to find that more necessary as the brightly colored nylon bags are in more extensive use.

Part of the pro department service members have a right to expect at a good club are immediate minor repairs. Not many shops have facilities for making such repairs correctly, conveniently and quickly.

A storage room for inventory not on display must be adequate, convenient and theft-proof. This should be arranged so a pro can make quick inventory, keep his books in good shape and have his buying order signals conspicuous. There also should be a pro office for the paper work that must be done in bookkeeping, club tournaments and handicaps and other activities for which the pro department must be responsible. This office also is useful for receiving salesmen and learning from them all a pro staff should know to be able to select the best merchandise and get information of interest and help to the members.

A toilet is an essential to the pro shop that is in a building detached from the clubhouse.

The display room size, fixtures and floor plan depends on the size and character of the club and on individual judgment of the pro and officials. Opinions will vary on the placement of the stock but almost always experience will endorse the idea of having the ball case deep in the shop so members will see much displayed merchandise when entering and leaving for ball purchasing.

It's A Long Road the Supt. Has Traveled
By AL SCHARDT
Supt., Wanakah Country Club, Hamburg, N. Y.

We've come a long way in golf course maintenance. I see some of the route as I look through my files of GOLFDOM which are complete from 1927 on. And a lot of the path of progress I can retrace with laughs from my own experience.

I recall my first years at Inverness in Toledo when each vehicle of course maintenance had as standard equipment a broom and shovel to clean up the solid exhaust from the motive power.

Then, the contents of the baskets, along with what came out of the backdoor of the barn were important sources of supply for the all-important compost pile.

The greens were cut by the sweat of our brows and along toward the end of that job the man mowing the greens would be grunt-